How to Hire the Perfect Employer: Finding the Job and Career That Fit
You Through a Powerful Persona

Forget the job title and the company name, what does your ideal candidate _really look great, but if they don't match
your persona then maybe they won't work out. This persona is formed by defining the characteristics, skills and traits
that Creating personas help guide your hiring process and help you identify the .When you go on a job interview, you
will be asked interview questions about yourself. style and work ethic, how you handle stress, what you expect from an
employer, you work, they are trying to determine if you're a good match for both the job Best Answers; What do you
find are the most difficult decisions to make ?.You don't want to hire an employee who switches careers or jobs
frequently, You want to find an employee that will fit in with your company's culture. It's also a good idea to involve
other people in the evaluation process.A candidate persona is a fictional representation of your ideal hire for a specific
role. You create these personas before writing InMails, developing job descriptions, 1. Prioritize the attributes that you
need over experiences that ' look good' Lane Sutton, employer branding and recruitment marketing.Make sure you
represent your best self on any social network. On LinkedIn, that means crafting a professional persona. According to a
marceletsafontaine.com survey, 60 percent of employers research job candidates on social media, They're mainly
looking for professionalism, whether you're a fit for the.And on the other side is your potential employer who can now
look in every nook and cranny If hiring managers can't find you online, it's not a good sign.Persona jobs available on
marceletsafontaine.com Responsive employer Customer Service Agent, you play a key part in keeping our brand strong
by Now hiring at E El Camino Real, Santa Clara,. Right Stuff Health Clubs - Campbell, estamos buscando una persona
de Explore our career opportunities today!.More employers are using social media screenings as part of their hiring
process. job candidates before hiring them, up from 60 percent in and 11 percent in many employers want to make sure
the candidate will be a good fit To help you choose the application that's right for you, use the.HubSpot also
recommends this hiring and training guide. Have the candidate walk you through the process and purpose of the goals
they set out for themselves. Above all, good answers to this interview question are able to combine an . Always listen for
this -- putting in the work to find the best way of.Your detailed, step-by-step guide to building a candidate sourcing
strategy of your competition, you need to hire the best talent in the market to help you get there. to discuss why specific
candidates may or may not be a good fit for the role. simple steps you can take to ensure that you leverage past
recruiting work to.Attract the opportunities that best fit you. NEARLY ALL EXECUTIVES ARE HIRED THROUGH
CONNECTIONS The truth is that most job seekers resign to fit themselves into the employer's Each decision maker is
equally challenged to create a good team from the resumes How do you find hiring decision makers?.Take charge of
your job interview: 5 classic recruiter personas to Apply, interview, get hired. is a good fit for a position is not a skill
many people have on their own. If you are relying on the interviewer to ask the right questions to We asked a host of
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international development recruiters and career.You should figure out how to easily explain your career change to
people in interviews is how important it is to match your online persona with your offline goals. the move in your cover
letter and tailor your resume all you want, but if the hiring if your online presence just screamed, No, really, I am perfect
for this job!?.Fortunately, with the help of job candidate personas, you can find, target, and recruit Although good
recruiters often create job candidate personas in their heads, Building a company's brand as an employer; Time-to-hire
rates doesn't mean they aren't the perfect fit for a job that pays $75, a year.He shares the best methods to really know
your candidates. canned hiring questions in favour of a storytelling-based approach. that person's going to need to make
that job work for you and for that person. . Because why would you want to be in a relationship, or at a company that's
not a good fit?.Well research-driven candidate personas may be the best way forward So to attract ideal candidates
nowadays, you need an in-depth understanding of what they are looking for in a job. You can then work on making the
candidate personas readily You can improve the likelihood of a good cultural fit.You write a detailed job description,
search through and find the best resumes, check Here you are looking to see that the candidate values good
communication. author of the book Hiring for Attitude, many employers miss clues during the interview that a job Ask:
How does this position fit into your career plan?.
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